VOLUME 18 NUMBER 10 OCTOBER 2011 nature structural & molecular biology a r t i c l e s ADARs are a class of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) binding proteins that catalyze the deamination of adenosines to inosines in dsRNA, disrupting base-pairing at the editing site. A standard approach to characterize ADAR targets involves identifying adenosine-toguanosine (A-to-G) changes in cDNA sequences relative to the reference genome. Several well-characterized ADAR-editing events occur in coding regions and alter the amino acid sequence, including events in the glutamate ion channels, the seratonin 2C receptor and the voltage-gated potassium channel (K v 1.1) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Despite these prominent examples, genome-wide assays for adenosine-to-inosine (A-to-I) editing sites in mammals show that the majority of ADAR targets are disbursed in clusters among noncoding regions (for example, 3′ UTRs) and genomic repeat structures (for example, SINEs) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Studies of ADAR activity in vitro show that ADARs edit perfect hairpins throughout the double-stranded structure 17 .
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What is the functional consequence of promiscuous A-to-I editing for individual transcripts? It has been suggested that transcripts with inosine-containing 3′ UTRs may undergo degradation, sequestration or enter other dsRNA-binding pathways [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . However, several HeLa and C. elegans transcripts with inosine-containing 3′ UTRs showed no changes in protein levels, mRNA levels or degree of ribosome association in animals lacking ADARs 25 , suggesting that some observed effects may not be direct consequences of loss of editing.
The ADAR class of enzymes is conserved across metazoans 26 , with absence of activity in mice and flies leading to a marked disruption of normal physiological function. Loss of ADAR1 in mice results in defective hematopoiesis and embryonic lethality [27] [28] [29] [30] ; Drosophila without dADAR show adult-stage incoordination and temperature-sensitive paralysis 31, 32 . C. elegans adr mutant strains show chemotaxis defects and reduced lifespan but remain viable and fertile 33, 34 . As C. elegans adr mutants lack extreme phenotypes, they provide a valuable system for studying the molecular contributions of A-to-I editing in transcriptome regulation.
Transcript levels for C. elegans genes adr-1 and adr-2 reach peak expression in embryos and the developing vulva. Examination of editing targets in select 3′ UTRs in mutant backgrounds has implicated ADR-2 as the active A-to-I editing enzyme, whereas ADR-1 appears to control site specificity and editing frequency 33 . Physiological chemotaxis dependence has also been characterized, with defects evident in adr-1 mutant strains that are more severe in adr-2 and most severe in adr-1 adr-2 double-mutants 25 .
In addition to the physiological phenotypes, C. elegans adr-1 adr-2 mutant animals have also shown a modulated response to transgene expression. Reporter transgenes introduced into the animals showed reduced expression, independent of sequence composition of the transgene 35 . It has been suggested that this phenomenon derives from unintended duplex structures produced from indiscriminate strand-nonspecific transcription of transgene arrays. The resulting duplex RNAs, which may serve as ADAR substrates in wild-type animals, would then trigger RNA interference (RNAi) in the absence of active ADAR. Correspondingly, the modulated transgene effect is also rescued in adr-1 adr-2 rde-1 triple mutants, whereas transgene transcripts show extensive A-to-I editing in the presence of ADAR 35 .
The competitive relationship between the ADAR and RNAi pathways in C. elegans appears to extend to regulation of endogenous genes. In particular, the chemotaxis defect of adr-1 adr-2 animals is rescued in strains additionally lacking critical components of the RNAi machinery (adr-1 adr-2 rde-4 and adr-1 adr-2 rde-1) 36 . These observations suggest that ADARs may act to unwind endogenous dsRNAs capable of entering the RNAi pathway 36 (Fig. 1) . Alternatively, it is possible that components of the RNAi pathway act upstream of the ADAR pathway, possibly modulating editing activity or the availability of editing targets. Additionally, ADAR activity may act in a specific or nonspecific manner to antagonize or modulate small RNA processing and maturation [37] [38] [39] , and in such a role, it may act as a modulator of the microRNA (miRNA) pathway. These possibilities are certainly not mutually exclusive.
Assignment of ADARs to distinct cellular functions has been constrained by the lack of an identifiable sequence motif at editing sites 40 and by challenges in definitive identification of functional ADAR targets 41 . Nevertheless, conserved characteristics of binding and activity appear to implicate ADARs in a broad regulation of dsRNA populations 42, 43 . In mice, for example, the liver failure associated with defective hematopoiesis in ADAR mutants is suggested to arise from dsRNA-triggered interferon response 27 . Mutant phenotypes in organisms lacking ADAR could thus arise as a secondary consequence of the deregulation of a much broader class of transcripts. Although the salient phenotype of C. elegans ADAR mutants is neurological (resulting in defective chemotaxis), the broad role of ADAR editing may or may not be directly related to regulation of transcripts involved in neurological development.
In light of these considerations, elucidation of ADAR function may require general characterization of broad classes of ADAR targets. Antagonistic interactions between the ADAR and RNAi pathways in C. elegans suggest that such a population of endogenous ADAR-targets might be revealed by examining endogenous small RNA populations in editing-deficient animals. We introduce a genome-wide approach to identify highly edited loci that trigger an extreme RNAi response in C. elegans in the absence of ADAR, characterizing a population of transcripts that naturally engage the ADAR mechanism.
RESULTS

A class of 23-to 24-nt RNAs is enriched in adr mutants
We sequenced small RNAs from C. elegans wild-type populations and from animals carrying deletions in one or both adr genes (Supplementary Data 1) . As the chemotaxis defect in editing-deficient mutants is suppressed in adr-1 adr-2 rde-1 and adr-1 adr-2 rde-4 strains 36 , we additionally sequenced small RNA populations from these animals, reasoning that a similar rescue of molecular phenotypes might also be observed. Based on expression patterns of the adr transcripts, we queried populations at the embryonic and L4 stages. Small RNAs (18-30 nucleotides (nt)) were extracted and captured by procedures 44 that required substrates to have 5′ monophosphate and 3′ hydroxyl termini. These samples were sequenced on the Illumina platform, yielding an average of 5.8 million high-quality reads per sample that align to the C. elegans genome.
Initial examination revealed genomic regions for which small RNA counts were substantially increased in the absence of ADAR activity (for example, as shown in Fig. 2 ). These increases were most prominent among small RNAs that were 23-to 24-nt in length. To identify additional regions with these characteristics, we divided the genome into regular segments and determined the number of reads aligning to each segment (see Supplementary Methods). We normalized for repetitive content by dividing the contribution of each read alignment by the total number of genomic positions aligned by the corresponding read. ADAR-deficient strains showed a size-specific enrichment for 23-to 24-nt RNAs over many loci throughout the genome (Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
To generate a provisional list of affected loci, we identified regions that showed extensive coverage by 23-to 24-nt RNAs in the adr-1 adr-2 datasets and for which these RNAs were enriched over RNAs of other lengths that map to the same loci ( Supplementary Fig. 2 and Supplementary Methods). Of the regions discovered from adr-1 adr-2 datasets (786 regions totaling 505 kilobase (kb)), over 80% showed enrichment of signal levels for small 23-to 24-nt RNAs relative to wild-type levels. As a control, the same initial discovery procedure was applied to wild-type datasets, yielding few equivalent regions (49 regions of, at most, 400 base pairs (bp) each, totaling 5 kb, of which none were differentially expressed between datasets).
We provisionally term these 23-to 24-nt small RNA-enriched regions ' ADAR-modulated RNA loci' (ARLs). The 454 identified ARLs range from 0.1 to 9 kb ( Fig. 3a and Supplementary Data 2) , spanning a total of 407 kb (0.4% of the genome), distributed across all C. elegans chromosomes. The majority of defined ARLs were readily detected in both embryonic and L4 larval tissue (Fig. 3b) .
ARLs overlap numerous inverted repeats and transposons
Genomic annotations of regions overlapped by ARLs were enriched for inverted repeats and transposons (Fig. 3c) . A total of 375 ARLs (82%) overlapped annotated inverted repeats, whereas 307 ARLs (67%) overlapped annotated transposons. By contrast, a significantly smaller fraction of random fragments of equivalent length to ARLs overlapped annotated inverted repeats (31.2%) or annotated transposons (18.5%) (P value < 1 × 10 −40 , Monte Carlo simulation; Supplementary Data 3 and Supplementary Methods). ARLs were 2) siRNA duplexes produced by Dicer have a characteristic structure with 5′-monophosphate, 3′-hydroxyl RNA termini for each strand and a 2-nt 3′ overhang in the duplex. (3) These cleaved duplexes subsequently program the Argonaute factor RDE-1 to recognize cognate mRNAs. (4) Following RDE-1 interaction, target mRNAs serve as templates for the transcription of a pool of 'secondary' siRNAs (short antisense transcripts templated from targeted mRNAs that carry a 5′-triphosphate (ppp 5′) terminus). Secondary siRNAs (magenta) are produced by one of two cellular RdRP enzymes: rrf-1 (somatic tissue) and ego-1 (germline). The RNAi process results in efficient and rapid loss of the pool of cognate mRNAs. (5) ADARs also target doublestranded RNA in vivo, converting a subset of adenines to inosine by deamination and resulting in the unwinding of the dsRNA or in other potential consequences, including alterations in mRNA stability, localization, translation and engagement in other RNA-based machineries such as RNAi 42, 43 . Genetic evidence in C. elegans suggests that ADAR and RNAi pathways compete for a population of substrates 36 . a r t i c l e s a r t i c l e s further depleted in annotated transcribed regions (actual: 29.7%; expected: 60.7%; P < 1 × 10 −40 ), with over 60% of transcript-associated ARLs found in introns (Fig. 3d) . Small RNAs aligning within ARLs represented a substantial fraction of the small RNA pool in adr-deficient animals (up to 11.7% of aligned distinct sequences in each sample, in contrast to <1.1% from wild-type samples). Although repetitive, copy numbers for ARL regions were not extreme, with over 80% of ARL-associated RNAs aligning to four locations or less within ARLs (Supplementary Fig. 2b ). Most ARLs could thus be classified as 'low-copy' repetitive.
Genetic requirements for ADAR-modulated small RNAs
To elucidate important players in the biogenesis of these small RNAs, we examined their distribution in populations carrying loss-offunction mutations for rde-1 or rde-4 in addition to the adr-1 adr-2 double mutation. Mutants for rde-1 and rde-4 were chosen for this analysis based on the availability of viable null mutants that lack a functional RNAi response 45, 46 . We found that 23-to 24-nt small RNA levels from ARLs were restored to wild-type levels in adr-1 adr-2 rde-4
Small RNA accumulation at specific loci in the absence of ADAR a r t i c l e s animals but not in adr-1 adr-2 rde-1 animals (Fig. 4, Supplementary  Fig. 2c and Supplementary Methods). These results suggested that the 5′-monophosphate ARL-associated small RNAs may be analogous to primary short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) generated during RNAi responses to exogenous dsRNA triggers 47 . ARL-associated small RNAs from adr-1 adr-2 rde-1 animals were at almost twice the level observed in adr-1 adr-2 animals. It is conceivable that in the absence of RDE-1, the passenger strand of the siRNA duplex may be retained 48 , resulting in double the available small RNAs over any region.
As DICER has the property of cleaving dsRNA into small 21-to 25-bp duplexes with characteristic 2-nt 3′ overhangs 49, 50 , we examined alignment offsets for reads mapping to ARLs. Characterization of alignment offsets for reads from opposite strands equates to calculating the 5′ -to-3′ distance over a hypothetical siRNA duplex (Supplementary Methods). For 23-to 24-nt small RNAs, this analysis revealed a set of prominent +2-nt alignment offsets, consistent with a 2-nt 3′ end overhang (Supplementary Fig. 3 ).
siRNA accumulation from adjacent transcripts
Although most ARLs overlap transposons or inverted repeat structures, a proportion also overlap annotated transcripts. In such cases, ADAR-modulated small RNAs in C. elegans might serve as triggers for RNA-directed RNA polymerase (RdRP)-dependent secondary siRNA generation in C. elegans, templating off transcripts that overlap these ARLs (for example, as shown in Fig. 5 ). Secondary siRNAs generally contain 5′-triphosphates and 3′-hydroxyl termini 51 ; hence, a modified small-RNA cloning protocol was used to capture these substrates in a manner independent of the presence of 5′ phosphates 44, 51 . Using this 5′ phosphate-independent cloning technique, small RNA libraries were constructed Fig. 2c ). From the 5′ phosphate-independent capture, transcripts overlapping ARLs showed a marked upregulation of antisense small RNAs in adr-1 adr-2 animals (Fig. 6a) . This enrichment was particularly prominent for transcripts that overlap an ARL by a minimum of three 100-bp windows. We used this threshold to define an exemplary set of such ARL-affected loci, yielding 63 transcripts (Supplementary Data 4) . These transcripts include a large class of histone genes (for example, as shown in Fig. 2) as well as instances of paralogous genes with intergenic inverted duplications (for example, as shown in Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 4) . The small RNA populations generated from these transcripts were mostly 21-to 22-nt in size and showed restriction to the antisense strand, extending along the transcript beyond the region of overlap with the ARL. This contrasts with the ADAR-modulated small RNAs seen using the 5′ monophosphate-dependent capture, which were enriched in the 23-to 24-nt size range and did not show strand specificity. The absence of these antisense ARL-associated small RNAs from 5′ monophosphatedependent libraries suggested that their capture is facilitated by 5′ phosphatase-kinase treatment, consistent with the signature 5′-triphosphate termini expected of direct RdRP products.
To determine whether accumulation of this second class of ARLassociated siRNAs required RDE-1 and RDE-4, we carried out 5′ phosphate-independent capture on RNA from adr-1 adr-2 rde-4 and adr-1 adr-2 rde-1 strains at equivalent developmental stages. We focused our analysis on transcripts that showed upregulation of antisense siRNAs in adr-1 adr-2 animals to at least six-fold of wild-type levels. In both adr-1 adr-2 rde-1 and adr-1 adr-2 rde-4 genetic backgrounds, antisense siRNAs from these transcripts showed a substantial reversion to near wild-type levels ( Fig. 6b and Supplementary  Fig. 5 ). Hence, it appears that generation of these secondary siRNAs is dependent not only on the presence of siRNA duplexes but also on the cleavage of these siRNA duplexes from a longer dsRNA, possibly transcribed from the overlapping ARLs.
Examining siRNA counts from 5′ phosphate-independent capture more broadly (for all transcripts from transcriptome version WS215), we found that many of the genes with most drastic upregulation of secondary siRNAs in editing-deficient animals also overlap ARLs (Supplementary Data 4) . This suggests a situation in which the most extreme differential siRNA responses in editing-deficient animals are cis effects due to secondary siRNA production from trigger siRNAs generated by Dicer cleavage of RNA duplexes.
Do ARL-associated siRNAs induce downregulation of targets?
The observation that some transcripts overlapping ARLs appear to serve as templates for RdRP activity (triggered by ADAR-modulated small RNAs) led us to ask whether this had an effect on steady-state mRNA levels of the corresponding transcripts. We examined RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data from adr-1 adr-2 mutant C. elegans animals at the L4 stage and compared the expression levels of our candidate transcripts in these samples with those from wild-type animals. Two transcripts overlapping ARLs that showed the greatest upregulation of antisense secondary siRNAs in adr-1 adr-2 mutant animals also showed a significant (P < 1 × 10 −5 ) decrease in captured mRNA counts (Y46D2A.2 and Y46D2A.5, with mRNA decreased on average by 70% and 91% of wild-type levels, respectively; Supplementary Data 4). Transcripts that showed less substantial increases of secondary siRNA levels (<five-fold relative to wild-type levels) showed no evident downregulation at the mRNA level. Downregulation of Y46D2A.2 mRNA levels (accompanied by upregulation of antisense secondary siRNAs) was also observed in an adr-2 mutant background (data not shown).
Transcripts generated from ARLs show A-to-I editing
Based on our evidence for engagement of ARLs with the ADAR machinery, it follows that transcripts originating from ARLs might be edited in a wild-type background (allowing potential capture in RNA-seq libraries). In a separate study (unpublished), we conducted a comprehensive survey of A-to-I editing sites by looking for highfrequency A-to-G changes in the transcriptome that were recurrent across multiple biological replicates, using aligned 33-base RNA-seq reads. We did not find an enrichment of individual specific editing sites for ARLs (data not shown). However, given evidence from in vitro assays that demonstrate that ADARs multiply edit double-stranded duplexes with high efficiency and low site specificity, we suspected that conventional alignment algorithms might fail to properly assign RNA-seq reads from a class of heavily edited ADAR targets to the Figure 6 Accumulation of a second population of siRNAs in cis to ARLs (a) Genome-wide characterization of antisense siRNAs isolated using a 5′ phosphate-independent capture protocol. Secondary siRNAs (antisense, 20-to 23-nt) were tallied over each transcript. Transcripts overlapping ARLs are colored in brown, orange and yellow, according to the size of the total overlap (one, two, or three or more 100-bp segments, respectively). Genes that overlapped ARLs by at least three 100-bp segments and that showed a minimum six-fold increase of secondary siRNAs in adr-1 adr-2 samples were deemed 'ARL-affected transcripts' and were considered as potential beneficiaries of ADAR-RNAi competition (without ADAR, they would be subject to populations of siRNAs produced by the RNAi machinery). 
With the aim of capturing this subset of ADAR targets, we took an alternative approach of in silico 'pre-editing' or 'collapsing' all adenosines to guanosines in both the RNA-seq dataset and the genome sequence before alignment, in a manner similar to alignment techniques used for bisulfite sequencing studies (see Online Methods and refs. 52,53). To evaluate all possible editing modalities, we carried out such collapsed comparisons using all possible nucleotide pairs: A+G, A+T, A+C, T+G, T+C and G+C. To enrich for multiply edited sequences while accounting for sequencing error, we applied this approach using only RNA-seq reads that failed to align to the genome with one mismatch or less. Reverting each read to the original four-base sequence after alignment to the collapsed genome generates a set of candidate editing sites for each modality. To increase the signal for reads that represent frequently edited sequences (rather than spurious alignments), we restricted our analysis to reads that: (i) contained only one class of mismatch throughout the sequence (for example, A-to-G), (ii) contained at most six mismatches in total, (iii) aligned to less than twenty genomic locations and (iv) for which at least one of the mismatches along the read was supported by an additional distinct sequence (see Supplementary Fig. 6a and Online Methods for a complete description of the criteria). Using these filtered alignments to generate a list of putative editing sites, we observed an enrichment of A-to-G edits over all other possible edits in the wild-type sample, and over A-to-G edits in the adr-1 adr-2 sample (Supplementary Fig. 6b ). In total, we found ~15,000 putative A-to-G editing sites that were present in the wild-type but not the adr-1 adr-2 sample (numbers were equivalent for both stages assessed). Of these, ~7,000 (~50%) putative editing sites from each stage fall into a total of ~130 ARLs (Supplementary Data 5) . These edited ARLs include those that overlap the F07B7 histone locus (Supplementary Fig. 6c ) and the downregulated Y46D2A.2 gene locus (Supplementary Fig. 6d ).
Validation of multiple editing was carried out for the F07B7 histone locus using PCR with reverse transcriptase (RT-PCR) followed by Sanger sequencing (Supplementary Fig. 7 and Supplementary Data 6), which also provided a clearer picture of the editing signature over single transcripts. The global distribution of A-to-G putative editing sites over genomic annotations resembles the distribution shown by ARLs, with the majority of edits overlapping either a transposon or an inverted repeat (Fig. 7) . This enrichment is not seen for any other class of nucleotide change, suggesting that the observations from this technique likely uncover a genome-wide population of specific A-to-I editing activity, rather than arising merely from spurious alignments. The marked similarity in genomic distributions of putative A-to-G editing loci (detected using the mRNA sequence) and the ARLs (detected using the small RNA sequence), in addition to the substantial overlap between the two datasets, suggest that these two sets of loci may be common targets of ADAR, as part of the same pathway.
Single gene effects of adr isoforms on ADAR-modulated small RNAs
To assess the relative contributions of the individual adr isoforms to the observed molecular phenotype, we repeated our analysis of ARL-associated small RNAs on samples from animals with single mutations in adr-1 and adr-2 ( Supplementary Fig. 2d ). The adr-2 mutants showed slightly greater upregulation of small RNAs from regions with ARL-associated RNAs than did adr-1 mutants, with the adr-1 adr-2 double mutant showing the most extreme molecular phenotype from ARLs defined either from this set (Supplementary Methods) or from the adr-1 or adr-2 data alone (data not shown). Secondary siRNAs originating from transcripts overlapping ARLs also showed greater accumulation in adr-2 mutants than in adr-1 mutants (Supplementary Data 4) . The observation that adr-2 leads to stronger mutant effects than adr-1 corroborates with previous phenotypic characterizations of the C. elegans adr mutants, with the chemotaxis defect being most extreme in the double mutant but being more evident in adr-2 single mutants than in adr-1 single mutants 33 .
DISCUSSION
In this study, we describe a set of loci throughout the C. elegans genome from which RNA transcripts are extensively edited in wildtype genetic backgrounds and which serve as origins of abundant small RNAs in the absence of ADAR activity. ADAR-modulated primary siRNAs are distinctive, containing: (i) enrichment of small RNAs that are 23-to 24-nt long, (ii) 5′-monophosphate and 3′-hydroxyl termini, (iii) a dependence on RNAi factor RDE-4 but not on the RNAi argonaute RDE-1, (iv) an alignment offset indicative of a 2-nt 3′ overhang, (v) a distributed coverage over ARLs and (vi) an extensive overlap with a diverse set of low-to-moderate copy number inverted repeats. Such molecular characteristics suggest that these small RNAs are probably generated by the RNAi machinery from double-stranded RNAs formed from large inverted repeat structures in the genome. In C. elegans, the robustness of RNAi is attributed to the production of secondary siRNAs, which are templated from the target transcript Figure 7 A-to-G changes in mRNA show unique enrichment for ARL, inverted repeat and transposon regions. Nucleotide changes were assayed using RNAseq data from both wild-type and adr-1 adr-2 animals, using a stringent set of criteria for candidate editing sites. Sites that matched these criteria and that were absent in the adr-1 adr-2 sample were reported as putative ADAR editing events. In addition to the RNA-seq analysis of embryo and L4 animals described herein, a wild-type RNA-seq dataset from L4 larvae prepared in an independent study 57 and generated by RdRPs 51, 54, 55 . We observed such a population of putative secondary siRNAs with the expected characteristics for 5′-triphosphate structure, position relative to ARLs, antisense orientation to transcripts, length enrichment for 21-to 22-nt RNAs and dependence on both RDE-1 and RDE-4. Transcribed regions overlapping ADAR-modulated loci showed marked upregulation of secondary siRNAs, suggesting an effective engagement of the RNAi machinery that arises as a consequence of the production of a population of primary siRNAs in the absence of ADAR activity. Furthermore, the transcripts showing the most extreme upregulation of secondary siRNAs in adr-1 adr-2 animals were also significantly (P < 1 × 10 −5 ) downregulated at the steady-state mRNA level. Other transcripts with more moderate upregulation of siRNA populations showed only modest differences in levels of steady-state mRNA. These limited effects could reflect a steep dose response between siRNA levels and mRNA downregulation; alternatively, homeostatic mechanisms (for example, feedback regulation for histone mRNA levels) may act to compensate for any siRNA-induced downregulation. Among the potential targets defined in this study, it is conceivable that one or more transcripts participate in determining the chemotactic behavior of animals, which is deviant in adr mutant animals and restored upon loss of RNAi activity 36 . Although such effects could conceivably reflect a single definitive misregulated target, no clear candidate emerges from a comparison of our lists with previous genetic analyses. As one possibility, the chemotactic behaviors in adr mutants could involve partial (or local) perturbation of function for one or more genes with broader roles in the organism; alternatively, other spheres of RNA metabolism in which RNAi and ADAR might compete could contribute.
The marked changes in the small RNA pool in ADAR-deficient animals provide an explicit view of the role of ADAR and the molecular consequences of A-to-I editing on a set of targets in vivo. Previously, assignments of functional ADAR targets have largely been based on detection of single nucleotide A-to-G changes in the cDNA. Extrapolations of functional and phenotypic implications from single nucleotide changes in noncoding regions have been difficult to make. In particular, because ADARs often lack sequence specificity and edit the dsRNA duplex in a largely promiscuous fashion, the levels of editing over many detected target sites may not recur across samples or result in downstream functional consequences. Analysis of small RNA pools appearing in ADAR mutant backgrounds provide an alternative approach to genome-wide identification of a set of ADAR targets, complementing traditional methods of looking for A-to-I changes on stable transcripts. By identifying loci that serve as sources of siRNA production in the absence of ADAR, we have uncovered a large set of ADAR targets at regions that are not necessarily highly represented in the mRNA pool. This signal is substantial in C. elegans (though it may occur to different extents in other organisms), with ARL-derived RNAs from <0.5% of the genome accounting for a substantial fraction (>10%) of all captured small RNAs in ADAR mutants.
In a complementary approach for detection of genome-wide ADAR targets using high-throughput mRNA-sequencing data, we applied a modified alignment technique that definitively identifies highly edited RNA segments. This analysis provided evidence for frequent A-to-I editing in mRNA originating from a large fraction of ARLs, suggesting that the two approaches we utilize here reveal a set of loci that are part of the same class of ADAR targets. Enrichment of these edits for intergenic regions with low mRNA coverage further suggests that ADARs act upon a population of targets that may be elusive to traditional methods of A-to-I editing target discovery.
The boundaries for our list of ARLs do not seem to correlate with annotated boundaries of coding regions. Although many ARLs are located near annotated genes, RNA-seq results do not provide convincing evidence of co-transcription of ARLs with adjacent transcripts. It is possible that transcripts originating from ARLs may be transcribed independently of neighboring transcripts. This would be consistent with a set of ADAR-engaging transcripts with a high rate of turnover or low levels of transcription, which are attributes that would allow potential regulatory roles and perhaps preclude their detection using traditional methods of capture. Collectively, the results presented here support a model in which an extensive family of endogenous doublestranded RNA duplexes formed from transcription over a series of low-to-moderate copy inverted repeat regions are efficiently edited by ADAR and unwound, sequestered, specifically degraded or directed down another salvage pathway before they can trigger RNAi. Taking into consideration emerging evidence in C. elegans and in mammals, we favor the idea that one main contribution of ADARs to evolutionary fitness may be to regulate accumulation of dsRNA from basally transcribed (and possibly nonfunctional) regions throughout the genome in order to limit engagement by other dsRNA pathways in the cell.
METhODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/nsmb/.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Structural & Molecular Biology website.
